Teaching That Bears Fruit
Teaching the way Jesus Taught

Benefit - Something promoting or enhancing well-being.
Benefits always have emotional ties

What are we teaching our class attendees?
Are they learning what we think we are teaching?

Teach – _________________________________

_____________________________________________

Didasko – __The act of causing someone to learn____

_____________________________________________

In each session of every class there must be a learning experience.

True Learning brings about a ______________
change in behavioral lifestyle.

Application___ brings about life-change.

The Bible was not given to us for information, but for transformation.
Jesus’ Teaching Techniques

Object—— Lessons- Starting with the learners context in mind emphasizes _learning___ not teaching.

Discovery___ Learning- People learn best when they ____________ answers for themselves.

Illustrations___, Stories, & Parables- paint a mental __picture__ in the mind of the learner.

Teachable___ Moments- Learners will learn _little_____ if they are uninterested or bored.

Practice________ Opportunities- Provide _learners_____ to practice what they have learned.

Questions______ - Using questions effectively spurs the higher order _thought__ Processes and promotes learning.

In order to become learners, our listeners must have their higher order thought processes engaged.

Engage your listeners in the learning experience; they will become learners – life changing learners.